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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ

Σε αυτή τη διατριβή διερευνώνται θέματα που σχετίζονται με την κατάτμηση των σελίδων και
την εξαγωγή των πληροφοριών κειμένου από εικόνες εγγράφων. Νέες προσεγγίσεις για την
αντιμετώπιση προβλημάτων παρουσιάζονται και, πιο συγκεκριμένα, μια μέθοδος ανάλυσης
διάταξης σελίδας, μια τεχνική εντοπισμού κειμένου σε εικόνα, καθώς και ένα σύστημα
word-spotting και ανάκτησης κειμένου. Δύο εργαλεία λογισμικού αναπτύχθηκαν με σκοπό να
δοκιμαστεί η απόδοση των προτεινόμενων αλγορίθμων. Αποτελέσματα λεπτομερών πειραμάτων
παρουσιάζονται αναλυτικά.

Στο Κεφάλαιο 2, παρουσιάζεται μια μέθοδος για την κατάτμηση εγγράφων με σύνθετη διάταξη
(εφημερίδες, περιοδικά κλπ.). Δεν είναι απαραίτητη καμία γνώση για τη μορφή της σελίδας a
priori. Μορφολογικοί τελεστές εφαρμόζονται προκειμένου να συνδεθούν γειτονικές περιοχές και
να εντοπιστούν διαχωριστικές γραμμές και στήλες. Τεχνικές ανίχνευσης περιγράμματος
χρησιμοποιούνται στη συνέχεια για την εξαγωγή πληροφοριών σχήματος και την ταξινόμηση των
συνδεδεμένων αντικειμένων.

Στο Κεφάλαιο 3, προτείνεται μια υβριδική μέθοδος για τον εντοπισμό, σε πραγματικό χρόνο,
κειμένου που είναι ενσωματωμένο σε εικόνες. Συνδυάζει ανίχνευση ακμών, μορφολογικούς
τελεστές και ένα σύνολο κριτηρίων με βάση χωρικά και γεωμετρικά χαρακτηριστικά των
συνδεδεμένων αντικειμένων.

Στο Κεφάλαιο 4, προτείνεται μια τεχνική κατάλληλη για την εξαγωγή όλων των πληροφοριών
κειμένου από έγγραφα με σύνθετες διατάξεις. Συνδυάζει τμήματα της μεθόδου ανάλυσης
διάταξης που παρουσιάζεται στο Κεφάλαιο 2 με την γρήγορη και αξιόπιστη μέθοδο για τον
εντοπισμό κειμένου που παρουσιάζεται στο Κεφάλαιο 3. Η πρώτη χρησιμοποιείται για το
διαχωρισμό των περιοχών της σελίδας σε κείμενο και εικόνες, ενώ η δεύτερη χρησιμοποιείται για
την ανίχνευση κειμένου που μπορεί να περιέχεται μέσα στις εικόνες.

Στο Κεφάλαιο 5, προτείνεται ένα σύστημα word-spotting, κατάλληλο για την αναζήτηση
κειμένου σε εκτυπωμένες εικόνες ιστορικών εγγράφων. Το σύστημα απλοποιεί αρκετά τη
διαδικασία της συνηθισμένης προσέγγισης. Δεν περιλαμβάνει κατάτμηση, εξαγωγή
χαρακτηριστικών ή ταξινόμηση. Αντίθετα, αντιμετωπίζει τα ερωτήματα ως συμπαγή σχήματα και
χρησιμοποιεί τεχνικές επεξεργασίας εικόνας, προκειμένου να εντοπιστεί ένα ερώτημα στις
εικόνες των εγγράφων.

Στο Κεφάλαιο 6, προτείνεται μια νέα τεχνική για την ανάκτηση κειμένου. Αν και είναι
εμπνευσμένη από την τεχνική word-spotting που παρουσιάζεται στο Κεφάλαιο 5, εντοπίζει
χαρακτήρες, γεγονός που καθιστά την ανάκτηση πιο ισχυρή και επιτρέπει τη χρήση ερωτημάτων
σε μορφή κειμένου.

Στο Κεφάλαιο 7 συνοψίζονται τα συμπεράσματα από όλα τα προηγούμενα κεφάλαια, ενώ στα
προσαρτήματα διερευνώνται τρεις ακόμα εφαρμογές των προτεινόμενων αλγορίθμων
κατάτμησης σελίδας και ανίχνευσης κειμένου: κατάτμηση σελίδων κόμικς, εντοπισμός κειμένου
σε φωτογραφίες και εντοπισμός κειμένου σε βίντεο.

© 2016
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ABSTRACT

In this work various issues related to the segmentation of pages and the extraction of textual
information from document images are investigated. Novel approaches to challenging problems
are presented, namely a layout analysis method, a text localization technique as well as a
word-spotting and text retrieval system. Two software tools have been implemented in order to
test the proposed algorithms. Results of detailed experiments are also shown.

In Chapter 2, a method for the segmentation of complex (newspapers, magazines etc.) layouts is
presented. No a priori knowledge of the page format is needed. Morphological operations are
applied to both the foreground and the background, in order to connect neighboring regions and
detect separator lines and columns respectively. Contour tracing is used for the extraction of shape
information and classification of the connected components.

In Chapter 3, a hybrid method for real-time localization of text embedded in images is proposed.
It combines edge detection, morphological operators and a set of criteria based on spatial and
geometrical features of the connected components.

In Chapter 4, a technique appropriate for extracting all the textual information from documents
with complex layouts is proposed. It integrates the foreground analysis part of the layout
independent method presented in Chapter 2 with the fast and reliable method for text localization
presented in Chapter 3. The first one is used to segment the page in text and image blocks while
the second one is used to detect text that may be embedded inside the images.

In Chapter 5, a classification-free word-spotting system, appropriate for the retrieval of printed
historical document images is proposed. The system skips many of the procedures of a common
approach. It does not include segmentation, feature extraction or classification. Instead it treats the
queries as compact shapes and uses image processing techniques in order to localize a query in
the document images.

In Chapter 6, a novel technique for text retrieval is proposed. Although, it is inspired by the
word spotting technique presented in Chapter 5, it spots characters, which makes the text retrieval
more robust and permits the text queries.

Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions from all previous chapters, while in the appendixes three
more applications of the proposed segmentation and text detection algorithms are explored: comic
page segmentation, scene text localization and video text localization.

© 2016

Nikos Vasilopoulos
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Document images contain invaluable information for our past and, at the same time, they play a
major role in daily life. Large collections of historical documents are constantly scanned and
analyzed by historians and other researchers, while in every office huge amounts of received
documents are continuously encoded for further processing every day. The automatic
segmentation and classification of the document image blocks as well as the extraction of the
textual information is of great importance for all those cases, especially for documents with
complex layouts that cannot be directly processed by Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
systems. Although many techniques have been proposed for the above tasks, the available tools
are far from being fully automated. They often require to manually select or split missing or
overlapping regions respectively. Moreover, the processing time of commercial software packets
is not always acceptable, especially when big datasets are considered.

In this work, the document image segmentation and text localization methods found in the
literature are investigated and solutions for the following problems are being explored:

● Complex layouts (newspapers, journals etc.) can hardly be analyzed by existing methods in
case of multi-modal (various text and background colors in the same page) document
images.

● Segmentation of a page often requires a priori knowledge of the font characteristics (sizes,
spacing etc.) and the page structure (column size, inter-block gaps etc.).

● Although segmentation and localization speed is very crucial in some applications, the
existing software tools don’t perform fast enough.

● Text embedded in frames (banners, logos, photographs, diagrams etc.) cannot always be
extracted using page segmentation only.

In order to achieve good segmentation results, even for multi-modal pages, a layout
analysis algorithm, based on local binarization, is implemented. No a priori knowledge is
required. Information about the page fonts and structure is collected automatically. The input
images are resized by 50% so that the processing speed is high. The ultimate goal is to extract all
the text from the page, even the words and phrases that are embedded inside frames and images.
For that reason, page segmentation is combined with text localization in a novel unified
framework.

Sometimes, extracting all the textual information from a document image is not actually
needed. For example, in case we are looking for instances of either a word or a phrase in a
documents database, only the location of the closest matches between the query and each page
content has to be retrieved. Moreover, if the database contains many documents, the segmentation
and text localization procedure can be computationally very expensive. Systems that search for
possible locations of a query image of a keyword inside a database of documents are called
word-spotting systems. Modern word-spotting systems bypass the page segmentation step and
provide results much faster than older systems. In this work a segmentation-free fast and reliable
word-spotting tool is implemented and used for searching a collection of historical documents.

Word-spotting systems work with image queries that are manually selected from a sample
of the dataset, thus limit the search results to words included in the sample page. Tools that allow
for searching of any text that is entered by the user (query by text) are of great importance, for
obvious reasons. Such tools should rather perform well even with handwritten documents. This is
considered a very challenging task. An attempt towards this direction is made in this work as well.

Summarizing, the contribution of this work consists mainly of the:
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● binarization of multi modal documents using local band thresholding,

● application of morphological operations with long lines for layout analysis,

● combination of various heuristics for the classification of text and non-text regions,

● integration of page segmentation with text localization for full text extraction,

● presentation of a query-by-text search method based on character spotting,

● development of fast and reliable software tools for the above tasks.

This chapter includes only a short introduction. Since most of the described tasks are
considered separate topics, more details can be found inside the following chapters that focus at
every topic independently. Each chapter consists of an introductory section, where the key
concepts and the related work are presented, a major section that describes the proposed system
and an experiments section, where evaluation results are shown. Most of the chapters include a
“state of art” section, where the existing techniques are mentioned. None of them includes a
conclusions section. Although some conclusions are reported in the experiments sections, one
more chapter is added where the final conclusion is drawn. The algorithms that are proposed in
this work have been coded in C# language, using the OpenCV library as well. Detailed
experiments have been made, using publicly available datasets.

In Chapter 2, a method for the segmentation of complex (newspapers, magazines etc.) layouts is
presented. No a priori knowledge of the page format is needed. Morphological operations are
applied to both the foreground and the background, in order to connect neighboring regions and
detect separator lines and columns respectively. Contour tracing is used for the extraction of shape
information and classification of the connected components.

In Chapter 3, a hybrid method for real-time localization of text embedded in images is proposed.
It combines edge detection, morphological operators and a set of criteria based on spatial and
geometrical features of the connected components.

In Chapter 4, a technique appropriate for extracting all the textual information from documents
with complex layouts is proposed. It integrates the foreground analysis part of the layout
independent method presented in Chapter 2 with the fast and reliable method for text localization
presented in Chapter 3. The first one is used to segment the page in text and image blocks while
the second one is used to detect text that may be embedded inside the images.

In Chapter 5, a classification-free word-spotting system, appropriate for the retrieval of printed
historical document images is proposed. The system skips many of the procedures of a common
approach. It does not include segmentation, feature extraction or classification. Instead it treats the
queries as compact shapes and uses image processing techniques in order to localize a query in
the document images.

In Chapter 6, a novel technique for text retrieval is proposed. Although, it is inspired by the
word spotting technique presented in Chapter 5, it spots characters, which makes the text retrieval
more robust and permits the text queries.

Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions from all previous chapters, while in the appendixes three
more applications of the proposed segmentation and text detection algorithms are explored: comic
page segmentation, scene text localization and video text localization.

Part of the contribution of this thesis has been presented in conferences and/or submitted for
publication.
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CHAPTER 2 - LAYOUT ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction
The process of analyzing page images in order to identify physical (text, pictures etc.) and logical
(titles, paragraphs etc.) structures is called layout analysis. Figure 2.1 shows the layout analysis
tasks that are required before optical character recognition (OCR) takes place. The performance of
layout analysis methods depends heavily on the page segmentation algorithm in use. The page
segmentation methods that have been reported in the literature can be categorized into foreground
analysis, background analysis and local analysis ones. Both foreground and background analysis
techniques require a binarization step in order to distinguish between the foreground (black) and
the background (white) pixels, while most local analysis methods are directly applied on either
color or grayscale document images.

Figure 2-1: A layout analysis block diagram

In this chapter a layout independent hybrid method for complex (newspapers, magazines etc.)
layout analysis is proposed. No a priori knowledge of the page format is needed. Foreground
analysis works with binary input images, therefore a binarization step is included. Morphological
operations are applied to both the foreground and the background, in order to connect neighboring
regions and detect separator lines and columns respectively. Contour tracing is used for the
extraction of shape information and classification of the connected components.

The contribution of this work consists of the presentation of:

i. a novel and fast technique able to perform on real time

ii. subtask for complex binarization using regional band thresholding [1] and

iii. subtask to analyze the background using morphological opening with long lines.
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Figure 2-2: A newspaper front page with a complex layout

In the Section 2.2, a short summary of the state of the art is given. The proposed technique and
the included modules are presented in detail, in Section 2.3, while experimental and comparative
results are presented on the RDCL-2015 dataset, in Section 2.4.

2.2 State of the art
Foreground analysis techniques use a bottom-up approach. They start from pixel level and merge
regions together into larger components to form document structures (e.g. characters, then words,
text lines, paragraphs and so on). Wong et al. classify connected components into text and
non-text zones, after linking together neighboring black areas by performing a run-length
smearing algorithm (RLSA) [2] (Fig. 2.3). Tsujimoto and Asada use the same smearing algorithm
in order to aggregate adjacent connected components into segments by connecting two black runs
separated by a small gap [3]. Strouthopoulos et al. also perform a run-length smearing operation
and then classify the blocks using a principal component analyzer (PCA) and a self-organized
feature map (SOFM) [4]. Sun proposed a modified smearing algorithm, called selective CRLA,
capable of processing documents with non-Manhattan (Fig. 2.4), containing non-rectangular
blocks, layouts [5]. The smearing algorithms can hardly be applied to skewed documents.
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Figure 2-3: An example of page segmentation with the run-length smearing algorithm [2]

Figure 2-4: Manhattan (left) and non-Manhattan (right) layouts

Many of the foreground analysis methods proposed so far are based on connected components
analysis. Fletcher et al. group together components into logical character strings using the Hough
transform [6] (Fig. 2.5). Akiyama and Hagita start from extracting the field separators (solid and
dotted lines) and continue with text extraction based on each connected component's height [7].
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Gorman and Lawrence find the K nearest neighbors for each connected component and use
distance thresholds to form text blocks [8]. Hönes and Lichter generate lines starting from triplets
of neighbor components which are approximately aligned and have comparable size [9].
Zlatopolsky first groups text-like components into line segments and then into blocks, depending
on their horizontal and vertical distances [10]. Déforges and Barba also merge words (extracted
from a multi-resolution pyramidal representation of the image) into lines and blocks, according to
their spatial relationships [11]. Wang and Yagasaki classify large (non-text) components by using
characteristics of their outlines (size, thickness, density, number of holes etc.) and then cluster the
remaining (textual) components into blocks by using a closeness criterion [12]. Simon and Pret
also use a distance-metric between the components to construct the page structure [13]. Bukhari et
al. use connected components shape and context information as a feature vector input to a
self-tunable multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier [14]. Koo et al. start from extracting
connected components and grouping them into text-lines [15]. Le et al. extract a set of features
based on size, shape, stroke width and position of each connected component and label them by
using Adaboosting with Decision trees [16]. Although skew independent, connected components
analysis techniques require that inter-block gaps are wider than interline gaps. The performance of
a number of connected components analysis algorithms has been evaluated in segmentation of
newspapers [17] and other types of documents [18].
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Figure 2-5: Bounding rectangles (right) of the connected components (left) [6]

Background analysis techniques use regions of white pixels to split the page into blocks which
are subsequently identified and subdivided further. Nagy et al. recursively split the document at
the valleys along the horizontal and vertical projection profiles [19] (Fig. 2.6). Ha et al. analyze
the horizontal and vertical projections of the bounding boxes of the connected components [20].
Baird enumerates all the white rectangles covering the background which cannot be further
expanded (maximal) in order to analyze the white space structure [21]. Breuel uses tall whitespace
rectangles as obstacles in order to detect text-lines [22]. The above background analysis
techniques are limited to Manhattan layouts (blocks surrounded by straight white streams) and are
strongly affected by skew. Normand and Viard-Gaudin proposed an extension of the RLSA
algorithm to two dimensions for the analysis of the document background, insensitive to the
orientation of the text blocks [23]. Kise et al. proposed two more background analysis methods
capable of segmenting pages with non-Manhattan layout as well as with various angles of skew:
1) thinning the white areas to form connected thin lines or chains and then finding the loops
enclosing printed areas [24], 2) using the approximated area Voronoi diagram to obtain the
candidates of boundaries of document components [25] (Fig. 2.7).
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Figure 2-6: Projection profiles of a document (left) and the effect of skew (right) [19]

Background analysis techniques are sometimes combined with foreground analysis algorithms,
thus called hybrid methods. Pavlidis and Zhou group background column gaps into column
separators after horizontal smearing of foreground pixels [26]. Antonacopoulos and Ritchings also
perform smearing first and then detect streams of white tiles whose sides encircle printed regions
[27]. Smith detects the tab-stops and uses them to deduce the column layout of the page [28].
Chen et al. incorporate foreground and background information in order to filter whitespace
rectangles progressively so that remaining rectangles form column separators [29]. The
performance of a number of hybrid methods has been evaluated in analysis of historical
newspapers [30] and complex layouts [31]. Although quite high, it strongly depends on the a
priori knowledge of a few document characteristics (fonts, gaps sizes etc.).

Local analysis is actually a two-step process: a set of local features is selected first and then
either clustering is applied or a classifier is trained and performed. Jain and Bhattacharjee apply a
small number of Gabor filters to the grayscale image in order to capture the texture of different
regions [32]. Tang et al. divide the image into small non overlapping regions and classify them
according to their fractal signature [33]. Sauvola and Pietikäinen start from dividing the image
into small square windows and then classify them according to statistical measures (black/white
pixels ratio, average length of black runs etc.) [34]. Williams and Alder use a quadratic neural
network to classify features obtained from local textual characteristics as well [35]. Etemad et al.
select feature vectors based on a multi-scale wavelet packet representation of the image and
implement a neural network for local classification [36]. Strouthopoulos and Papamarkos use a
statistical reduction procedure to select a set of local features that are further reduced by a
Principal Components Analyzer (PCA) and are finally classified by a Kohonen Self Organized
Feature Map (SOFM) based neural network [37]. Acharyya and Kundu use M-band wavelets to
extract features that give measures of local energies at different scales and then classify the
resulting multiscale feature vectors with an unsupervised clustering algorithm [38]. Kumar et al.
use globally matched wavelet filters and multiple two-class Fisher classifiers [39] (Fig. 2.8). Maji
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and Roy perform M-band wavelet packet analysis followed by rough-fuzzy-possibilistic c-means
clustering [40]. Chen et al. apply convolutional autoencoders to learn features directly from pixel
intensity values and then use these features to train a support vector machine (SVM) [41]. Local
analysis techniques are very promising. They often however rely on the proper selection of feature
characteristics, filters and other parameters as well as the availability of a representative training
set.

Figure 2-7: An example of background analysis [25]
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Figure 2-8: Local (texture-based) analysis example of a document image [39]

Table 2.1 contains a summary of the description as well as the restrictions of the above
methods.

Method Description Constraints

Projection profiles Recursively split the document at
the valleys along the horizontal and
vertical projection profiles

Manhattan layouts only

Skew dependent

Smearing

Connected components

Start from pixel level and merge
regions together into larger
components to form document
structures (e.g. characters, then
words, text lines, paragraphs and so
on)

A priori knowledge of
document characteristics
(font sizes, spacings etc.)

Inter-block gaps wider
than interline gaps

Whitespace processing Regions of white pixels split the
page into blocks which are
subsequently identified and
subdivided further

Local analysis A set of local features is selected
first and then either clustering is
applied or a classifier is trained and
performed

Proper selection of
features and other
parameters

Representative training
set

Table 2-1: Summary of the page segmentation techniques

2.3 The proposed system
In this chapter a layout-independent hybrid method, for complex layout analysis (e.g. newspapers,
magazines etc.) is proposed. No prior knowledge of the document is required. Morphological
operations are applied to both the foreground and the background, in order to connect neighboring
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components and separate lines/columns. Contour is simultaneously used for the extraction and
classification of images and text blocks.

The proposed system is presented in Figure 2.9, while the detailed description of the tasks
follows.

Figure 2-9: The proposed layout analysis system

2.3.1 Binarization
The method is applied on binary images. Therefore, the image is first transformed to grayscale
and then binarized, so that the background is white and the foreground (text, images etc.) pixels
are black. The better the discrimination between the background and the foreground, better are the
results.

In a page that includes text, the background occupies the majority of the pixels. Thus, the
background intensity range is used as the threshold value (maximum value). First, the gray scale
histogram of the image is calculated and the highest (maximum) value is located, as the
background. Then a binary image is created, where all the pixels between the proximal (on the left
and the right of the peak) histogram local valleys are white and the rest of the pixels are changed
to black. Then, a classical border-following algorithm [42] is applied to the image and the external
contours of all the connected components are detected. The binarization procedure is repeated for
all the frames (large and orthogonal contours) in the image.

This way, the method can be applied to pages with any background and foreground colors, since
in the document images the majority of pixels belong to background. Moreover, if various
backgrounds are used in the same collection or image, it can also be considered.
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Figure 2-10: Binarization by the regional band (left) and Otsu’s (right) thresholding

Figure 2-11: Another example of the regional band (left) and Otsu’s (right) thresholding

This is an advantage of the technique in use for the binarization. In Figure 2.10, the image of
Figure 2.2 is presented binarized by the regional band thresholding [1] (left) and a typical
binarization technique, Otsu’s [43] (right).
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Moreover, in another example (Fig. 2.11), from ICDAR2015 competition [31], it is obvious that
the discrimination between neighbor images is not always possible in the case of Otsu’s
algorithm. In both Figures the binarized image has been inverted.

2.3.2 Background analysis
First, the background is processed in order to localize long white columns and rows. These
straight white areas are classified as separators and can be used during the foreground processing
to split overlapped components and improve the page segmentation results.

Figure 2-12: The image of Figure 2.2 morphologically opened with long lines

The binarized image is morphologically opened with two structuring elements: a horizontal line
and a vertical line. The length of the first one is equal to half the image width while the length of
the second one is equal to a quarter of the image height. A new image mask is created, containing
all the column and row separators of the document (Fig. 2.12).

2.3.3 Foreground analysis
The foreground analysis is applied to the inverted image, so that foreground pixels are white
while background is now black (Figs. 2.10-11). The border-following algorithm [42] is applied to
the image and the external contours of all the connected components are detected. The contours
are used to determine the size of the main body of small text characters (x-height).

According to Kavallieratou et al.: By mean width of character, we consider the width of
characters such as a, b, c, d etc., excluding the characters i, l, j, m, w that are either too narrow
(i, j, l), or too wide (m, w). ... Although the character width differs between characters and
writers, a rough estimation of the mean width could be made by accepting that excluding the
ascenders and descenders the characters with mean width (as defined above), present width equal
to their height. [44]

That is the distance between the baseline and the mean-line of the lower-case letters (Fig. 2.13).
The minimum size between width and height of most lower-case letters is equal to the main body.
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Figure 2-13: Definition of x-height

A novel technique is used here: since most of the connected components in the document images
of printed text are lower-case letters, the main body can be easily calculated as follows: a) all the
contours are classified according to the minimum value between their bounding rectangle width
and height and b) the value of the most numerous class is considered as the x-height value.

Figure 2-14: Separators detected by the contours (left) are removed from the image (right)
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Figure 2-15: Separators added to the mask of Figure 2.12

At this point, the extraction of foreground lines follows. If their area is less than four times their
perimeter, they are classified as separators. It is not required an exact threshold. This one proved
to work well in most experiments. Then, they are removed from the foreground (Fig. 2.14) and
are added to the separator mask (Fig. 2.15). In order for the separator mask to be complete, the
outlines of the frames that were detected and thresholded during the binarization procedure are
also included. The final mask (Fig. 2.16) will be used to separate the different areas of text in the
next steps of the procedure.

Figure 2-16: Final separator mask for the image of Figure 2.2
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Figure 2-17: The components are filled with the minimum of their width-height value

Figure 2-18: The image is dilated by an element of size one third of the x-height value

The contours of the connected components are filled before proceeding to the next step, in order
to better distinguish between the small text and the large text regions. The minimum size of the
bounding box will be the value of the filling color. The bigger the text, the higher this value is.
Contours of more than 255 pixels bounding box minimum size are filled with the maximum
available filling color that is 255. The result is a grayscale image, showing small text in dark gray
and bigger text and images in lighter color (Fig. 2.17).
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Figure 2-19: The bright regions are dilated and the larger text and image blocks are formed

Next is the extraction of main text blocks. The grayscale image containing the filled contours is
dilated by a square structuring element (Fig. 2.18). The size of the structuring element is equal to
one third of the main body height, selected by experimental trial. This way the small letters are
connected and form text blocks, while the larger letters are not fully connected yet. Smaller
structuring elements result in partially connected text blocks, while larger ones may result in
overlapping blocks.

The border following algorithm [42] is applied again and the external contours of the connected
elements are detected. This time the contours are classified as dark, containing small text, and
lighter ones, containing large text or images. For each contour, the pixel values of the included
image region are calculated. If the region mostly contains pixels with values more than two times
the main body height, it's classified as large text or image. All other regions are considered as
main text blocks and are extracted and added to a new mask, the layout mask.

Figure 2-20. The dilated image of Figure 2.19 is ANDed with the invert separator mask

One more dilation is required, in order to cover the remaining space between the larger letters
and image parts (Fig. 2.19). The size of the square structuring element is now equal to half the
main body height, by experimental trial. This way large letters and image parts are also connected
and form blocks.

Sometimes, the blocks may be very close to each other and dilation can merge regions from
neighboring articles. For that reason, in order to split merged regions and improve segmentation
results the logical AND is applied to the dilated image and the invert separator mask of Figure
2.16 (Fig. 2.20). Small parts are filtered out.

Finally, the blocks are extracted as previous and added to the layout mask as well. Very large
letters and images are hard to distinguish since they are all mostly white. A shape rule has been
applied in order to decide if a bright block is either title or image: long horizontal blocks are
considered as titles while the rest of the bright blocks are considered as images. This simple rule
proved to be effective in most cases.
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Figure 2-21: The final layout mask of image of Figure 2.2
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Figure 2-22: The page segmentation result of image of Figure 2.2

All the blocks are classified by color to images (gray), text (light gray) and headers (white). The
final layout for the image of Figure 2.2 is shown in Figure 2.21, while the classified results are
shown in Figure 2.22 by the colors red (images), green (text) and blue (headers).

2.4 Experimental results
The algorithm has been coded in C# language. The morphological operations and the contour
finding functions of the OpenCV library have been applied. About 2000 document images of high
resolution newspaper scanned pages have been used for testing. In this case, the images were
resized at 20% of their initial size before processing to reduce the computational cost. The results
have shown that the method detects accurately more than 95% of the page components in less
than half a second per page.

Segmentation OCR Text only
The Fraunhofer Segmenter 84.1% 79.9% 85.4%
The ISPL method 83.1% 82.0% 91.0%
The MHS method 90.5% 88.3% 93.1%
The PAL method 83.2% 79.5% 87.7%
ABBYY FineReader®
Engine 11

72.0% 69.3% 78.0%

Tesseract 3.03 74.2% 70.0% 76.8%
Proposed Technique 89.7% 84.3% 90.9%

Table 2-2: Comparative results for RDCL-2015 dataset

Figure 2-23: A screenshot of the software
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Figure 2-24: Results from the RDCL-2015 dataset of ICDAR 2015 competition

In order to give comparative results, the RDCL-2015 dataset of ICDAR 2015 competition [31]
was also used. In this case the images were resized by 50% of their initial size, which increased
the computational cost up to 3 seconds per page. Several results as well as a screenshot of the
software tool are presented in Figures 2.24 and 2.23 respectively. Moreover, in Table 2.2 are given
the results for the techniques and the measures reported in the competition paper [31] and the
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proposed technique. The mentioned results for the techniques are those presented in the paper,
while the evaluation for the proposed technique has been done following the mentioned rules.
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CHAPTER 3 - TEXT LOCALIZATION

3.1 Introduction
The text in an image or a video frame contains high-level semantic information about the content.
Text in images is sometimes printed against textured backgrounds, while current OCR systems
can only handle text that is printed against clean backgrounds. Therefore, text extraction from
mixed content images is still considered a challenging problem. Among the difficulties are the
unknown position and orientation of the characters, the varying fonts, sizes and colors, the uneven
lighting, the irregular background and the embedding of text with photos, logos etc. Two kind of
images can be found in documents: born digital images (logos and graphics) and scene images
(photographs). Figure 3.1 shows text localization examples for both cases.

Figure 3-1: Text localization in a born digital (up) and a scene (down) image

The extraction of text information from images and video frames consists of the text
localization, the text segmentation and the text recognition steps. In this chapter we focus on text
localization. Text localization methods can be categorized into region-based and texture-based
ones [45]. Region-based methods assume there is little or no variation of color within text and at
the same time the contrast between the text and the surrounding background is high enough.
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Either image thresholding or edge detection is first applied in order to distinguish between the
foreground and the background. Then, connected components are classified as text or non-text by
using geometrical analysis and various heuristics. Non-text components are filtered out while text
components are successively grouped into larger ones and form text regions. Texture-based
methods assume that text and non-text regions do not have similar textural properties. They select
a set of local features in order to train a classifier that is used to discriminate regions with different
textures.

Region-based methods are widely used due to their simplicity. They perform better when applied
on clean and high resolution images with single colored text. Some of them are applied on images
that contain only horizontal or vertical text with font size in a limited range. On the other hand,
texture-based methods seem to perform well with noisy and degraded images that may contain
rotated text. They are however time consuming since they require an exhaustive scan of the input
image and they usually involve a computationally expensive learning phase.

Figure 3-2: An image with text of various font size and orientation

Many authors have presented hybrid approaches to the text localization problem that combine
region-based and texture-based techniques. In this chapter a fast and reliable hybrid method for
text localization in complex images is proposed. No a priori knowledge of the image
characteristics is required and there is no limitation on character font, size, orientation and color.

In the Section 3.2, a short summary of the state of the art is given. The proposed technique and
the included modules are presented in detail, in Section 3.3, while experimental and comparative
results are presented on the ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition dataset, in Section 3.4.

3.2 State of the art
Most of the related works are based on connected component analysis. Ohya et al. use adaptive
thresholding to binarize scene images and then detect characters by observing gray-level
differences between adjacent regions [46]. Lee and Kankanhalli use edge information to generate
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connected components with the same gray level as well [47]. Kim calculates the color histogram
of video frames and then uses the location of color peaks for segmentation [48]. Smith and
Kanade extract the high contrast regions from video frames by combining edge detection and
thresholding [49]. Lienhart and Stuber assume text is monochromatic, segment the image by
applying a split and merge algorithm and filter out very large and very small objects [50]. An
example of their method is shown in Figure 3.3: (a) original video frame; (b) image segmentation
using split-and-merge algorithm; (c) after size restriction; (d) after binarization and dilation; (e)
after motion analysis; and (f) after contrast analysis and aspect ratio restriction. Shim et al. merge
pixels with similar gray levels into groups, then remove large groups and finally perform a
contrast based region boundary analysis [51]. Jain and Yu perform color clustering to 24-bit
images that are first bit-dropped to 6-bit images [52]. Messelodi and Modena classify connected
components based on their geometrical features and their spatial relations [53]. Chen et al. detect
edges using the Canny operator and then estimate the orientation and scale of each connected
component using two groups of Gabor-type asymmetric filters [54]. Nikolaou and Papamarkos
first reduce the image colors to a small number using a new color reduction technique, so as to
have solid characters and uniform local backgrounds and then extract the character elements as
connected components [55].

Figure 3-3: An example of Lienhart and Stuber region-based method [50]
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Figure 3-4: An example of Wu et al. texture-based method [56]

Texture-based techniques can also be found early in the literature. Wu et al. apply texture based
segmentation and use height similarity, spacing and alignment of extracted strokes to detect text
regions [56]. An example of their method is shown in Figure 3.4: (a) sub-image of input image;
(b) clustering; (c) text region after morphological operation; (d) stroke generation; (e) stroke
filtering; (f) stroke aggregation; (g) chip filtering and extension; (h) text localization. Li et al. use
neural networks to classify wavelet features extracted from small windows in the image [57]. Jung
also uses a neural network to distinguish between different textures [58]. Clark and Mirmehdi use
low-level texture measures in combination with a neural network classifier [59]. Kim et al. apply
a continuously adaptive mean shift algorithm (CAMSHIFT) to the texture analysis output of a
support vector machine (SVM) [60]. Gllavata et al. apply a wavelet transform to the image and
then extract horizontally aligned text areas using the k-means algorithm and based on the
distribution of high-frequency wavelet coefficients [61]. Weinman et al. use wavelet features too
and a semi-Markov model for scene text localization [62]. Jung et al. construct a stroke filter that
can detect strokes of texts and use it to filter out false positives with strong edges [63]. Wang et al.
also proposed a stroke-based text location scheme combined with a SVM [64]. Yin et al. use an
AdaBoost classifier based on horizontal and vertical variances, stroke width, color and geometry
features [65].

Method Description Constraints

Region-based Either image thresholding or edge
detection is first. Then, connected
components are classified as text or
non-text by using geometrical analysis and
various heuristics. Non-text components
are filtered out while text components are
successively grouped into larger ones and
form text regions.

Clean and high resolution images

Little or no variation of color
within text

High contrast between the text
and the surrounding background
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Texture-based A set of local features is selected first and
then either clustering is applied or a
classifier is trained and performed

Text and non-text regions do not
have similar textural properties

Proper selection of features and
other parameters

Representative training set

Computationally expensive
learning phase

Table 3-1: Summary of the text localization techniques

Quite a few hybrid methods have already been presented as well. Zhong et al. combine
horizontal spatial variance and color information for segmentation [66]. Liu et al. apply edge
detection and use gradient and geometrical characteristics as well as texture features derived from
wavelet domain to classify contours [67]. Mancas-Thillou and Gosselin combine color or
gray-level variation with spatial information by using Log–Gabor filters [68]. Pan et al. first apply
a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model to distinguish between non-text and text components
and then group the text components into lines using energy minimization [69]. Ephstein et al.
apply an operator called the Stroke Width Transform (SWT) to transform pixel color values to
stroke widths and merge neighboring pixel with similar stroke width into connected components
[70]. Zhang and Kasturi use the similarity of stroke edges to compute the character energy and
then calculate the link energy based on the spatial relationship between neighboring candidate
character regions [71]. Zhao et al. combine wavelet-based edge detection with an adaptive
run-length smoothing algorithm and projection profile analysis [72]. Yi and Tian first apply image
partition to find character candidates based on local gradient features and color uniformity and
then character grouping based on joint structural features [73]. In recent works, the Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) algorithm is often used to extract character candidates [74-76].

A lot of text localization methods have been evaluated on the public datasets of ICDAR
competitions [77-80]. As stated in the final report of the latest competition, there is still a
significant margin for improvement.

Table 3.1 contains a summary of the description as well as the restrictions of the above methods.

3.3 The proposed system
A flowchart of the proposed system is shown in Figure 3.5. The method is applied on grayscale
images. Color images are first converted to grayscale.
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Figure 3-5: Flowchart of the proposed text localization system

2.3.1 Edge detection
The Canny operator [81] is performed and the edges are detected (Fig. 3.6). In order to preserve
the sharp and clean strokes of the characters, neither histogram equalization nor Gaussian
smoothing are applied to the image. Both thresholds of the operator are set to the maximum value,
so that only the stronger edges are selected. Those settings proved to be the most appropriate for
all the dataset samples that have been used for testing.

2.3.2 Contour tracing
A classical border-following algorithm [42] is used to extract the contours of all the connected
components of the image in Figure 3.6. For each contour, the following spatial and geometrical
values are calculated and saved:

i. The position of the four vertices of the contour’s bounding rectangle.

ii. The orientation of the minimum area rectangle enclosing the component.

iii. The gaps between the contour and its closest left and right neighbors.

iv. The x-height (the minimum value between the component’s width and height).

As already shown in the previous chapter (Fig. 2.13), the x-height is actually the distance
between the base-line and the mean-line of a character.
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Figure 3-6: The result of Canny edge detection of the image in Figure 3.2

2.3.3 Connected components size filtering
Before proceeding further, the very small and very large components are removed (Fig. 3.7). Very
small components are those who have a width or height of no more than just one pixel. On the
other hand, both sizes (width and height) of those who are classified as very large are less than a
third of the image width.

2.3.4 Connected components position filtering
Next, the spatial information of the remaining components is used to distinguish between aligned
(at least one more component is at the same line and has the same orientation) and non-aligned
ones. The position of the four vertices of the contours bounding rectangles are used to determine
whether two adjacent components are aligned or not. The components are supposed to be aligned
if either their bottom or their top vertices are collinear. For example, the outlined region of the
image in Figure 3.7 contains aligned letters as well as a non-aligned component (highlighted with
red). Non-aligned components are removed at this step.

2.3.5 Contour filling
The aligned components are filled according to their x-height values, so that small ones have a
dark gray color while large ones are brighter (Fig. 3.8).
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Figure 3-7: Example of a non-aligned component inside the outlined area
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Figure 3-8: Contours are color filled with respect to their size

Figure 3-9: Result of morphological closing with dashes of the image in Figure 3.8

2.3.6 Morphological closing
In order to group adjacent characters into text strings, the image is morphologically closed.
Closing is actually a dilation with a structuring element followed by an erosion with the same
element. The element that is used is a short dash of width equal to the mean gap between
neighboring connected components. The result is an image that contains merged components that
can be either text or non-text (Fig. 3.9).

2.3.7 Non-text regions filtering
The candidate regions can be classified as either text or non-text assuming that adjacent characters
belonging to the same word have similar sizes, similar stroke widths and regular distances
between each other.
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Figure 3-10: High variance non-text (left) and low variance text regions (right)

Based on the first assumption, regions with large variance are considered as non-text and are
removed. Since the fill color of each character depends on the x-height and since adjacent
characters of the same word have similar x-heights, text regions are expected to have little or no
variance in color (Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3-11: Text region (green outline) and various non-text regions (blue/red/yellow)

According to the second assumption, holes inside text regions should be enclosed by lines of
uniform thickness distribution. Holes may be contained in some letters or may be formed during
the closing procedure due to merging of neighboring components. In both cases, text regions are
expected to have no or regularly sized holes surrounded by areas of nearly constant stroke width.
In Figure 3.11 an example of a non-text region containing a large hole and a few small ones is
marked with a yellow outline. Around the large hole there are areas of various thicknesses.
Regions that include holes are characterized as non-text and are removed from the image if they
break into several parts of different sizes after a single erosion.

The last assumption is used to detect and remove from the image less robust regions having a
non-uniform shape. A text region is expected to have a uniform (almost rectangular) shape after
closing. An example of a uniform text region is marked with a green outline in Figure 3.11.
Irregular spacing between non-text components leads to the formation of regions of arbitrary
shapes that can easily be identified. Figure 3.11 shows examples of small and large non-text
regions having non-uniform shapes, marked with red and blue outlines respectively.

Defining S as the set of all the regions in the image, the regions are characterized as non-text if
either their area (A) is less than two times their perimeter (P) or their area is less than half the area
of their convex hull (H):

Ai < 2Pi i ∈ S

(1)

Hi > 2Ai i ∈ S
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(2)

2.3.8 Text regions localization
Removing the non-text regions leaves the uniform and robust regions in the image that are
supposed to include only text. The outlines of the minimum area rectangles of the text regions are
drawn over the grayscale input image (Fig. 3.12). Since morphological closing has actually filled
the gaps between characters of the same word or characters between adjacent words of the same
text line, localization is achieved in word and text line level. In case paragraph localization is the
goal, one more morphological closing is required in order for adjacent words and text lines to be
grouped into paragraphs.

Figure 3-12: Text localization results for the image of Figure 3.2

Precision Recall
Kim’s Method 82.98% 62.47%
Yi’s Method 67.22% 58.09%
TH-TextLoc System 66.97% 57.68%
Neumann’s Method 68.93% 52.54%
TDM_IACS 63.52% 53.52%
LIP6-Retin 62.97% 50.07%
KAIST AIPR System 59.67% 44.57%
ECNU-CCG Method 35.01% 38.32%
Text Hunter 50.05% 25.96%
Proposed Technique 79.10% 64.80%
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Table 3-2: Comparative results for ICDAR 2011 dataset

2.4 Experimental results
The algorithm has been implemented in C# language. The OpenCV library has also been used.
The system was evaluated on the ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition dataset [79] and
achieved a precision of 79.1% that is close to the best reported at the competition's paper [79] and
a recall of 64.8%, better than the participated methods. A much stricter methodology than the one
employed at the competition, has been used: all under and over segmentation text regions, as well
as the missed ones, are considered errors. The mean processing time was less than a second per
image. Comparative results are shown in Table 3.2.

Results of the application of the proposed text localization method on various scene image
samples of the ICDAR 2011 dataset are presented in Appendix II while born-digital image
segmentation examples as well as a screenshot of the software are shown below.
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Figure 3-13: Application of the proposed method on various samples from the dataset
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Figure 3-14: The software tool
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CHAPTER 3 - A UNIFIED FRAMEWORK

3.3 Introduction
Although layout analysis methods achieve to extract most of the main text blocks and the titles of
the document image they often fail to detect text that may be contained in images (photos, logos,
graphs, banners etc.). This information is sometimes useful and should rather be extracted as well.
A text localization algorithm can be applied to the output images of the page segmentation step in
order to further segment them into text and non-text regions.

Figure 4-1: A sample image of RCDL-2015 dataset containing block diagrams and text

In this chapter a unified technique is proposed that integrates the foreground analysis part of the
layout independent method for complex layouts presented in Chapter 2 with the fast and reliable
method for text localization presented in Chapter 3. The first one is used to segment the page in
text and image blocks while the second one is used to detect text that may be embedded inside the
images. Detailed experiments on two public datasets showed that mixing layout analysis and text
localization techniques can lead to improved page segmentation and text extraction results.

No a priori knowledge of the page format and the images characteristics is required and there is
no limitation on character font, size, orientation and color. Morphological operations are applied
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in order to connect neighboring components. Contour is simultaneously used for the extraction
and classification of images and text blocks. Edge detection and a set of criteria based on spatial
and geometrical features of the connected components are used for the detection of text embedded
in images (photos, logos, graphs, banners etc.).

The proposed technique and the included modules are presented in detail in Section 4.2, while
experimental results are presented in Section 4.3.

3.4 The proposed system
The proposed system is presented in Figure 4.2, while the detailed description of the tasks
follows. The method is applied on binary images. Therefore, the image is first transformed to
grayscale and then binarized using Otsu’s technique [43].

Figure 4-2: The proposed unified framework

3.4.1 Layout analysis
Τhe binary image is inverted, so that foreground pixels are white while background is black. The
border-following algorithm used in the previous chapters [42] is applied to the image and the
external contours of all the connected components are detected. The contours are used to
determine the size of the main body of small text characters (x-height). That is the distance
between the base-line and the mean-line of the lower-case letters as already mentioned. The
minimum size between width and height of most lower-case letters is equal to the main body.
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Since most of the connected components in the document images of printed text are lower-case
letters, the main body can be easily calculated as follows: a) all the contours are classified
according to the minimum value between their bounding rectangle width and height and b) the
value of the most numerous class is considered as the x-height value of the document.

The contours of the connected components are filled before proceeding to the next step, in order
to better distinguish between the small text and the large text or image regions. The minimum size
of the bounding box will be the value of the filling color. The bigger the text, the higher this value
is. Contours of more than 255 pixels bounding box minimum size are filled with the maximum
available filling color that is 255. The result is a grayscale image, showing small text in dark gray
and bigger text and images in lighter color (Fig. 4.3).

Figure 4-3: The components of the inverted binary image (left) are filled (right)

Next, the grayscale image containing the filled contours is dilated by a square structuring
element (Fig. 4.4). The size of the structuring element is equal to one third of the main body
height, selected by experimental trial. This way the small letters are connected and form text
blocks. Smaller structuring elements result in partially connected text blocks, while larger ones
may result in overlapping blocks.

The border following algorithm [42] is applied again and the external contours of the connected
elements are detected. This time the contours are classified as dark, containing small text, and
lighter ones, containing large text or images. For each contour, the pixel values of the included
image region are calculated. If the region mostly contains pixels with values more than two times
the main body height, it's classified as large text or image. All other regions are considered as
main text blocks. All blocks are extracted and added to a new mask, the layout mask (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4-4: In order to connect small text, the image is dilated by a rectangular element

Figure 4-5: The layout contains small text (dark gray) and image (brighter) blocks

3.4.2 Text localization
The extracted images are further processed so that included or embedded text can be extracted as
well. As described in Section 3.3.1, the Canny operator [81] is performed first and the edges are
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detected (Fig. 4.6). In order to preserve the sharp and clean strokes of the characters, neither
histogram equalization nor Gaussian smoothing are applied to the image. Both thresholds of the
operator are set to the maximum value, so that only the stronger edges are selected. Those settings
proved to be the most appropriate for all the dataset samples that have been used for testing.

Figure 4-6: Canny edges (right) of the block diagram (left)

The border-following algorithm [42] is used to extract the contours of all the edges. For each
contour, spatial and geometrical values are calculated and saved: i) position of the four vertices of
the contour’s bounding rectangle ii) orientation of the minimum area rectangle enclosing the
component iii) gaps between the contour and its closest left-right neighbors and iv) the minimum
value between the component’s width and height (x-height).

Before proceeding further, the very small and very large components are removed. Very small
components are those who have a width or height of no more than just one pixel. On the other
hand, the maximum size of those who are classified as very large is less than a third of the image
width. Moreover, the spatial information of the components is used to distinguish between aligned
(at least one more component is at the same line and has the same orientation) and non-aligned
ones. The position of the four vertices of the contours bounding rectangles are used to determine
whether two adjacent components are aligned or not. The components are supposed to be aligned
if either their bottom or their top vertices are collinear. Non-aligned components are also removed
at this step (Fig. 4.7).

The aligned components are filled according to their x-height values, so that small ones have a
dark gray color while large ones are brighter. In order to group adjacent characters into text
strings, the image is morphologically closed. The element that is used is a short dash of width
equal to the mean gap between neighboring connected components. A single erosion is performed
after closing so that very thin components are filtered out. The result is an image that contains
merged components that can be either text or non-text (Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4-7: Filtering out small/large and nonaligned contours

Figure 4-8: Closing with dashes followed by erosion (right) of the filled contours (left)

Assuming that adjacent characters belonging to the same word have similar sizes, similar stroke
widths and regular distances between each other, less robust regions with non-uniform shapes and
high color variance are classified as non-text and are removed. Bright regions with small size are
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also removed. Figure 4.9 shows the segmentation result of the page in Figure 4.1 using the unified
approach presented in this chapter.

Figure 4-9: Segmentation of the image in Figure 4.1 using the proposed mixed method
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3.5 Experimental results
The algorithm has been coded in C# language. The morphological operations, the contour finding
functions and the Canny method implementation of the OpenCV library have been applied.
Scanned pages from different newspapers and magazines in Russian [82] as well as the
RDCL-2015 dataset of ICDAR 2015 competition [31] were used for testing. The results have
shown that the method detects accurately more than 95% of the page components in less than four
seconds per page. The text localization part of the algorithm performs very well in regions where
the layout analysis fails. On the other hand, the layout analysis part can extract the major text and
non-text blocks of the image much faster, keeping the mean processing time low. In most of the
cases the combination of layout analysis and text localization gave significantly improved results
with a very small overload compared to the layout analysis method alone.

Figure 4-10: A page with gradient background and overlapping text and graphics regions

Figure 4.10 shows an example of a page with gradient background and overlapping text and
graphics regions that cannot be segmented using classical layout analysis techniques. The text
localization algorithm achieves however to extract all the textual information from the image (Fig.
4.11). Figure 4.12 shows another example where images with embedded text are included.
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Although the layout analysis algorithm fails to detect the text inside the image frames and also
misses some text lines of the main text blocks (Fig. 4.13), the text localization step extracts all the
embedded and missing words (Figs. 4.14-15).

Figure 4-11: Text detection in the page of Figure 4.10 with the proposed technique
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Figure 4-12. A page with images containing text

Figure 4-13: Segmentation of the page in Figure 4.12 using only layout analysis
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Figure 4-14: Segmentation of the page in Figure 4.12 using the proposed technique

Figure 4-15. Results of text localization applied on the image regions of page in Figure 4.12
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CHAPTER 4 - WORD SPOTTING

4.3 Introduction
The word spotting procedure is inspired by speech processing and it was introduced in Document
Image Processing in order to facilitate the information retrieval in cases that the perfect results of
OCR cannot be achieved. Those can be the cases e.g. of documents that are degraded or they
include languages or symbols too rare to warrant to worth OCR training. In the case of historical
documents both can happen at the same time.

A classical word spotting methodology can include all or any of the procedures shown in Figure
5.1. In this work, a retrieval system for the Archive of the Government Gazette of the Principality
of Samos, a Greek island, ex-autonomous regime under the suzerainty of the Ottoman Empire, is
developed. At the General State Archives records (GSA) of Samos lies the complete set of copies
of the Government Gazette of the Principality of Samos from the first year of the registration
(1894) until the end of the Principality of Samos regime (1912). The Gazette was the official
organ of the Administration of the Principality of Samos and therein were published laws,
decrees, circulars, court actions and deeds like auctions. Apart from this official part, at that time,
were also published the speeches of the liege lords, the minutes of the General Assemblies of
Plenipotentiaries (i.e. the local parliament) and short reports on various topics. In total, there is
one volume per year (19 volumes) and the amount of pages can vary from 250 to 750 pages per
volume. Nowadays, this material is found in the GSA of Samos and this is the only existing full
hard copy of this archive. Moreover, there is an already digitalized version that was used in order
to build a system that will perform automatic retrieval every time that a Samian citizen wishes to
look for something in that archive. The bad quality of the scanned archive (Fig. 5.2) prohibited the
use of the common approach of Figure 5.1.

Figure 5-1: The modules of a traditional word-spotting approach

The contribution of the present work consists of:
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i. The trial of a simplified word spotting system that is based mainly on picture processing
techniques instead of pattern recognition, skipping segmentation and clustering and using the
words as compact shapes.

ii. The creation of a small ground truth set of old Greek documents with common problems,
available to the scientific community,

iii. A system that will make easier the research and study of the rare Archive of the Government
Gazette of the Principality of Samos.

In the Section 5.2, a short summary of the state of the art is given. The proposed methodology is
presented in Section 5.3, while in Section 5.4, retrieval results are presented for the above
mentioned collection, as well as for a Google book in order to give more objective results. Some
comparative results are also given for a traditional system, similar to the one presented in Figure
5.1.

4.4 State of the art
Many nice works have been proposed in the past for historical document retrieval, printed or
handwritten, based on the common approach shown in Figure 5.1 or parts of it [83-85]. However,
all of the above mentioned works use the segmentation stage, mostly up to word level. In the
cases that the quality of the paper, the ink or the scanning is not in a perfectly well condition, the
segmentation procedure can reduce the success rate of Word Spotting. Thus, several
free-segmentation Word Spotting approaches have also been proposed, lately. Gatos and
Pratikakis apply segmentation-free word spotting to printed Historical Documents by localizing
salient areas and matching extracted features for several skews and scales [86]. Farrahi
Moghaddam and Cheriet present, at the same conference, another line and word
segmentation-free methodology, that is based on connected component feature extraction, DTW
and Euclidean Distance [87]. Leydier et al. also present a segmentation free word retrieval
technique using zones of interest and guides on which they perform cohesive matching [88].
Moreover, they allow the synthesis of the query. Rusiňol et al. present a segmentation free word
spotting technique, appropriate for heterogeneous document collections, using feature extraction
on patch level [89]. Zagoris et al. apply a MPEG-like descriptor containing conventional contour
and region shape features [90].

4.5 The proposed system
The above mentioned archive presents some special characteristics due to its scanning that it

took place several years ago by non-specialists:

● the resolution is low, just 200 dpi,

● the pages, newspaper size, are scanned two at the time (Fig. 5.2),

● unevenly lighted image (Fig. 5.2),

● lightly skewed part of the image (Fig. 5.2),

● old printing of bad quality (Fig. 5.3),

● the language in use (Fig. 5.3) is an older version of Greek with a lot of accents, that are not
used at the moment and it is difficult to find appropriate OCR software.

The bad quality of printing and scanning (Fig. 5.3) proved to be a very problematic situation
during the application of the known techniques, even after trying to improve them. The low
performance of each task, due to the special problems, was accumulated to the whole giving a
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lower final result. The necessity to keep the system as simple as possible with a minimum number
of modules was soon realized.

Figure 5-2: Page from the Government Gazette of the Principality of Samos

Figure 5-3: Detail from the archive

The proposed system appears in the Figure 5.4. It consists of simple procedures of image
processing. First, adaptive thresholding is applied to the image using as threshold the mean of the
9x9 neighborhood. Figure 5.5 shows the result of adaptive thresholding of the image in Figure
5.2, compared with the result of a typical binarization technique, Otsu’s thresholding [43]. Next,
the main body of the text, although no segmentation is performed, is estimated by the query, using
the technique mentioned in Kavallieratou et al. [91]. Unfortunately, this limits the retrieval in the
words that fit the size of the query.

Instead of extracting feature vectors from the query and the document images, the whole query
is kept and the document image is scanned to find the specific query, without applying any
segmentation. In order to get rid of unnecessary details and smooth small differences in skew and
scale, the query is transformed into more compact shape by normalization. The normalization
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consists of applying opening to the image with an elliptical structuring element of the size of
[word main body] x [word main body x 0.5]. The same normalization is applied to all document
images. This normalization that takes about 5 secs / image 3300x4500 pixels (Fig. 5.2), can be
applied once to all document images and be kept stored for the future queries. Several examples
of the normalization procedure are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5-4: The proposed word spotting approach
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Figure 5-5: Adaptive thresholding (left) vs. Otsu’s thresholding (right)

Each query could be selected by the user or uploaded by an image file. Although synthesis was
also considered, as it is described in Leydier et al. [88], the results were worse due to the bad
quality of printing that results no standard relative position, in vertical direction and, the
characters and the accents, that are not all present in the modern Greek. After the normalization,
the query image is applied to every pixel of the image (left-upper corner) and is compared with
the corresponding part of the image, using the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) matching
algorithm:

,

where I is the page image and q the query image.

In Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), the differences are squared and aggregated. Finally, if the
similarity is large enough, the corresponding page is retrieved.
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Figure 5-6: Examples of the normalization procedure

Figure 5-7: A screenshot of the implemented system

4.6 Experimental results
Visual C# and OpenCV were used to implement the thresholding, the opening filter and the SSD

matching algorithm. The system shown in Figure 5.7 can look for a query (image of text), selected
by the user or uploaded by file, in a collection or the selected images of it (upper list). The
modules of the methodology, described above, can be applied separately or all together (compare
button). The similarity accuracy can be selected by the user (slider Fig. 5.7) and the retrieved
images will be presented in the lower list.

In order to perform experiments on the proposed system, ground truth results were extracted
from 15 scanned images of the Greek archive, that is 30 document pages, by human reader, for 10
queries. Words of different sizes (in characters) were included. In Table 5.1, the queries are
shown, next to an explanatory note and the amount of times they occur in the ground truth sample.

Moreover, a google book, A sermon preach'd before the king [92], was also used in order to
extract more objective results with OCR text provided by Google. The book consists of 44 pages
and it was published in 1675. In this case we used the book binarized images as provided by
Google. A sample image is shown in Figure 5.8. The book, although carefully binarized, includes
a lot of noise and an older version of alphabet symbols (Fig. 5.9).

Queries Translation/note Occurrences

Island, in dative 10
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Year (gen),
often met in dates

33

the name of the island (gen) 58

the name of the capital (gen) 73

Tax office 5

Unanimously
often met in decisions

16

Hegemonic, reference to the
island

10

auction,
often published

18

we order,
often met in decisions

21

900th,
often met in dates

21

Table 5-1: Greek archive’s queries, translation and occurrences in the ground truth sample

Figure 5-8: Sample page in original and binary from Google books
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In order to evaluate the proposed system, precision (1), recall (2) and F measure (3) were used:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The results for the Greek documents are presented in Table 5.2, while the comparative results for
the Google book can be seen in Table 5.3. In the case of Google book, it should be mentioned,
that from the list of occurrences in Google typed text, the occurrences in italics have been
excluded, while the occurrences that include the query have been added e.g. teachers for teacher,
etc.

Figure 5-9: Detail from the Google book

Since Greek is an inflectional language, for each noun several similar word forms can be found
(dative, genitive, accusative, etc.). This is obvious in the results like Νήσῳ (dat.), Σάμου (gen),
ηγεμονική (acc.), etc., however they were not considered correct, although it could be useful in
many cases. This could be one of the reasons that the results in English text are higher, plus the
fact that the Google documents are scanned in 600 dpi while the resolution of the Greek
documents is just 200 dpi.

Queries
CPU
time/
page
(sec)

Similarity > 85%
False Positives

Precis.
%

Rec.
%

F meas.%

4.73 22.5 90 36 ,

2.59 100 62.85 77.19
-

11.23 85.71 41.37 55.81
,
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5.04 100 30.13 46.31

-

13.88 83.33 100 90.90

15.06 94.44 100 97.14

126.9
8 18.03 100 30.55

11.57 83.33 83.33 83.33

11.90 94.73 100 97.29

9.74 100 28.57 44.44
-

Table 5-2: Experimental results for Greek documents

Queries
CPU

time/per
page
(sec)

Similarity > 85% Google
OCR

(occur.
)

False positivesPrecision Recall F1

0.12 100 66.67 80 3 -

5.56 88.89 100 94.11 8

9.81 100 66.67 80 24 -

5.60 100 90 94.73 10 -

6.17 100 100 100 2 -

6.50 100 66.67 80 3 -

7.90 100 66.67 80 3 -

8.08 50 100 66.67 1

6.72 100 100 100 2 -
Table 5-3: Experimental results for Google book

The computational cost shown in Tables 5.2 & 5.3 under CPU time/per page (sec) concerns the
system implemented as mentioned in Section 5.3. In the first experiments in Matlab, the
computational cost could reach double or triple depending on the query size. In those cases an
extra trick was introduced in order to reduce the computational cost. The images were scanned
every 2-3 pixels, instead of every pixel, depending on the image resolution, in order to reduce the
computational cost. However, this were not considered necessary in the implemented system (Fig.
5.7) since the computational cost is much lower. This solution is kept in mind for larger
collections.
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Finally, in order to give comparative results with a traditional word-spotting system, the system
described in Doulgeri and Kavallieratou [93] was used. This system is very similar to the
traditional ones [83-85], since it includes more of the stages described in Figure 5.1. For the
experiments, the parameters, as they were proved better in the paper, were used for that system.
That is, synthesized words in 300 dpi, bold Times New Roman, interpolation of 175 points and
smoothing of 5 points. Since the mentioned, in that chapter, books were not available and the
application of the traditional system to the ones mentioned here was impossible due to failure in
segmentation, ten pages were used from the Google Book entitled The Medico-chirurgical Review
and Journal of Medical Science that was published in London in 1826 (Fig. 5.10). Four samples
were selected from the ones synthesized for the paper, and the pages were selected in order to
have at least two occurrences for each of them. Both systems were applied, as they are described
at the corresponding papers. The results are presented in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5-10: Page in original from Google books and binary from Doulgeri [93]

Queries Occurr.

Proposed System Doulgeri

true
positive

false
positive

true
positive

false
positive

Close 3 2 1 3 1

Difficult 2 2 2 2 0

English 3 3 0 2 2

Habit 2 1 0 2 0

Table 5-4: Results on the Google book, for the proposed and the Doulgeri [93] systems
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CHAPTER 5 - CHARACTER SPOTTING

5.3 Introduction
The document image retrieval is an easy case when the recognition problem is solved for the
document e.g. successful OCR. However, this is not the case of handwritten document images,
especially when it concerns historical document images. As described in the previous chapter,
word-spotting is a proposed solution for such cases, where template based methods match a query
word image with labeled keyword template images. Since this require the existence of the word
images, more recent systems of word-spotting proposed techniques of using text queries.

In this chapter, a novel procedure is presented for text retrieval. It supports text queries while it
can be used for any language or set of characters by easy training. The work is fully inspired by
the word-spotting technique described in Chapter 5. In that work, queries by example are fully
matched to the document images, after normalization. This technique was applied to a collection
of bad quality historical printed documents with better results than the existed techniques.
However, the results were not equally good for handwritten documents due to the variety in
writing style. The entire shape of word can be affected dramatically by a little wider or slanted
character and the simulation is not obvious anymore.

In this work, the word image is broken in characters and overlaps as well as spaces between
them are allowed making the procedure much more robust. The proposed system requires text
queries instead of image queries.

In the Section 6.2, a short summary of the state of the art is given. Next, in Section 6.3, the
proposed system is presented, while in Section 6.4 some initial results are given on a common
database for word-spotting, the letters of George Washington.

5.4 State of the art
Manmatha et al. first proposed two techniques for matching words [94]. Other features based on
global image characteristics have been proposed. Zhang et al. presented an effective and efficient
approach for word image matching by using gradient-based binary features [95] while Rothfeder
et al. presented an algorithm that matches word images by recovering correspondences between
image corners, which have been identified by the Harris detector [96] (Fig. 6.1). A set of
biologically inspired features formed by a cascade of Gabor descriptors was proposed by van der
Zant and Schomaker [97]. Srihari and Ball used global word shape features as the similarity
measure between the query and the candidate words [98].

Figure 6-1: Harris corners (up) and recovered correspondences (down) [96]
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Bhardwaj et al. presented a system that accepts a query in the form of text from the user, extracts
moment based features from word images, stores them as index and finally uses a cosine
similarity metric in order to return the word images that are most similar to the query [99].
Leydier et al. proposed another word-retrieval technique that allows the search of words entered
by the user based on differential features that are compared using a cohesive elastic matching
method and on zones of interest in order to match only informative parts of the words [88,100].

Figure 6-2: Skeleton examples for different instances of the same word class [105]

Figure 6-3: The feature extraction process of Rodriguez and Peronnin [106]
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Kolcz et al. proposed the use of the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) method (often used in
speech analysis) for nonlinear sequence alignment [101]. Rath and Manmatha presented an
algorithm that applies DTW to compare sets of 1-dimensional features created by segmented word
images [102]. Adamek et al. proposed DTW to align convexity and concavity features extracted
from contours [103]. Terasawa and Kanata proposed an extension of DTW that allows matching
keyword templates with complete text lines by using a gradient distribution based feature with
overlapping normalization [104]. Wang et al. presented an approach based on skeleton graph
representation (Fig. 6.2) of the word images combined with DTW as the similarity measure [105].

Figure 6-4: Keypoints found in a query image using the detector for SIFT [107]

Many authors from the document analysis field apply keypoint matching techniques to the
problem of keyword spotting. Rodriguez and Peronnin presented a method based on local gradient
histogram features (Fig. 6.3) inspired by the SIFT keypoint descriptor [106]. Zhang and Tan
proposed a segmentation-free method that applies the keypoint detector for SIFT (Fig. 6.4) to
locate keypoints on the document pages and the query image, then extracts Heat Kernel Signature
descriptors from a local patch centered at each keypoint and finally finds local zones which
contain enough matching keypoints corresponding to the query image [107].

Figure 6-5: Bag of Visual Words representation by Shekhar and Jawahar [108]

In order to avoid exhaustively matching all the keypoints among them, the classic bag-of-words
paradigm from the information retrieval field was reformulated as the Bag-of-Visual-Words
(BoVW). Rusiňol et al. proposed a patch-based framework where patches are represented by a
bag-of-visual-words model powered by SIFT descriptors [89]. Shekhar and Jawahar also
presented a BoVW based approach (Fig. 6.5) that uses SIFT descriptors at interest points as
feature vectors [108]. Aldavert et al. presented a query-by-string method that combines textual
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representation of the word images, formulated in terms of character n-grams and visual
representation based on the BoVW scheme [109].

Learning-based methods employ statistical learning to train a keyword model that is then used to
score query images. Choisy presented a keyword spotting system based on the NSHP-HMM that
allows to dynamically create global word models from letters models and do not require any
writing segmentation [110]. Perronnin and Serrano proposed the Fischer kernel framework [111]
as well as a statistical framework which employs hidden Markov models (HMMs) to model
keywords and a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for score normalization [112] and one more
method based on semi-continuous HMMs (SC-HMMs) [113]. Rothacker et al. proposed a
segmentation-free framework based on Bag-of-Features HMMs that use statistics of local image
feature representatives [114].

When the learning-based approach is applied at character level, a word spotting system obtains
the capability to spot arbitrary keywords by concatenating the character models appropriately.
Edwards et al. proposed a statistical model based on a generalized HMM that uses only one
instance of each letter in the manuscript for training [115]. Chan et al. also presented a
character-level segmentation-based approach that utilizes gHMMs with a bigram letter transition
model [116]. Thomas et al. considered entire text lines as an indivisible entity and modeled them
with Hidden Markov Models [117]. Fischer et al. presented a lexicon-free word spotting system
based on character Hidden Markov Models where arbitrary keywords can be spotted without
pre-segmenting text lines into words [118].

Hidden Markov Models are the most widely used techniques to model the keywords' sequential
features although other machine learning approaches such as Neural Networks have also been
used in the keyword spotting domain. Frinken et al. presented two systems based on a
modification of the CTC Token Passing algorithm in conjunction with bidirectional long
short-term memory neural networks (BLSTM-NNs) [119] and a recurrent neural network [120].

Figure 6-6: The training process for the method proposed by Almazan et al. [121]

Almazan et al. proposed a method where character attributes are used to learn a semantic
representation of the word images and then a calibration of the scores with Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) is performed that puts images and text strings in a common subspace [121].
Figure 6.6 shows the training process for the i-th attribute model. A classifier is trained using the
Fischer vector (FV) representation of the images and the i-th value of the pyramidal histogram of
characters (PHOC) representation as label. Howe presented a technique where a flexible inkball
generative model for word appearance, derived from the query image, allows for Gaussian
random-walk deformation of the ink trace in two dimensions and fitting the query models to the
target page images to find locations where there is a good (low-deformation) match [122]. Results
from the above two techniques, as well as from the methods presented in [88,100] are reported in
the ICFHR 2014 Competition on Handwritten KeyWord Spotting paper [123].
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5.5 The proposed system

Figure 6-7: The proposed retrieval procedure

As already mentioned, the idea is fully inspired by the word-spotting procedure, described in
Chapter 5. In that chapter, word-spotting was performed by matching patterns of images. The
technique was applied to historical documents of printed text, considering the similarity between
the normalized example-query and the corresponding area that started on every pixel of the
normalized document images. One disadvantage was the query-by-example; another was the use
on handwritten documents due to the big variety of writing style.

In Figure 6.7 the proposed procedure is presented. Next, the training procedures of the proposed
system, as well as the rest modules are described in detail.

5.5.1 Training procedure
The system described in Chapter 5 was used for the training of the proposed technique, after
several modifications:

● The system was spotting by example, queries of characters selected by the user.

● This time only the black pixels were considered to count similarity. Accepted were
considered the areas with similarity over 70%.

● The system was modified to accept several examples in the same query, in order to include
all the different styles of a character.

● The results of the query were saved altogether in bmp form, named after the symbol given
by the user e.g. h, and an increasing number e.g. h2.bmp, h3.bmp, etc.

● The user can choose the results he wishes to keep.

● The user can clean up manually the noisy strokes e.g. of overlapped characters.

In Figure 6.8, the system for training after the modification is shown, while in Figure 6.9,
examples of characters are listed.
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At this stage, similarity over 70% was also taken into account, in order to keep the most similar
areas.

Figure 6-8: The training system

5.5.2 Document image / character correlation
In this step, one image is created for each character of the text query, presenting possible areas of

the character in the document image.

Figure 6-9: Several character samples

After the correlation of each sample (Fig. 6.9) with a document image, all the possible areas of
the character are kept. Possible areas are considered the areas that after correlation with a
character sample, present similarity over 70% with the specific sample. The possible areas for a
certain character of the query are all the possible areas for all the samples of the characters. If a
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pixel is possible area for more than a sample, the sample that presents maximum similarity is
considered.

Figure 6-10: Possible areas for character ‘t’

Although, the samples belong to the same character, they can differ in size (height or width).
These dimensions are important to calculate the possible area, after the correlation, starting from a
pixel of the image. These small differences also can create small mistakes in the calculation of the
possible areas and the coloring of the corresponding image.

In Figures 6.10 & 6.11, the possible areas for the characters ‘t’ and ‘h’ are shown, respectively.
The simplest the character the most false positives creates. The character ‘t’ that could be written
in many cases as a vertical stroke, skipping the horizontal line can be matched to every vertical
stroke.
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5.5.3 Character image combination
Thus, the combination of the correlation images for all the characters of the query, will give the

final results. In order to succeed that, several simple rules are applied:

i. The correlation images of the characters of the query should all include consecutive possible
areas in the same order as the characters in the query.

ii. The possible areas are allowed to be overlapped up to half character width with the previous
character, in order to cover touching characters.

iii. The possible areas are allowed to have gap up to half character between them, in order to
cover distant writing.

Figure 6-11: Possible areas for character ‘h’
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After localizing the areas that cover the previous rules in the document image, the borders of the
words are estimated by looking for white areas around or almost white (10% black pixels can be
crossed as foreign ascenders or descenders).

In Figure 6.12 a result of the retrieval of the query ‘that’ is presented. This is a good result since
the technique found all the words in the specific document image and only a wrong one.

Figure 6-12: Retrieving the query ‘that’

5.6 Experimental results
The proposed technique could be used as alternative to word-spotting, but more robust and easy

to be trained for different languages and other sets of symbols. Experiments were performed on
the dataset of George Washington’s letters [124]. That dataset has been used in many
word-spotting systems, performing even more than 90%. Unfortunately, this is not the case of the
proposed system. In an experiment were only the last letter was used for the training of the system
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and all the words of the letters as queries, the recall was 76,32% and the precision 64,29%.
However, no normalization processing or other corrections have been applied to the document
images, while the success rate for different work varies a lot. In general, longest words give better
results while the presence of ascenders and descenders also improve the results even for short
words as in Figure 6.12.
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS

Although many alternative approaches can be found in the literature, the tasks of document image
segmentation and text localization are still considered open problems. As stated in the Final
Report of the Europeana Newspapers project [125]: […In terms of layout analysis capabilities
there is still room for improvement and any progress in this area could have a great impact on the
usefulness of OCR results…] Especially for historical newspapers and other historic documents,
there is increasing interest and demand for fast and reliable analysis and text retrieval techniques.

Since most of the documents of the pre-digital era are not fully digitized yet, a huge amount of
documents are expected to be available for processing the next years. The Wikipedia article for
newspaper digitization [126] reports that: […Newspapers preserve a rich record of the past, and
since the advent of digital media, many institutions across the world have began to digitize them
and make the digital files publicly available. However, over 90% of newspapers remained
unscanned in 2015…].

As already mentioned, newspapers commonly suffer from poor OCR outputs because OCR
engines don’t like their column-style layouts. Those layouts also cause difficulties because they
may contain illustrations as well as changes in font type, size and orientation. Moreover, old and
partially damaged documents can hardly be segmented sometimes. This work has focused on
those issues and has suggested novel page segmentation and text localization methods for the
analysis of such documents. Since it is computationally very expensive to retrieve all the textual
information from large collections, word-spotting and character-spotting techniques have been
proposed as well. Those techniques bypass the segmentation steps and directly spot specific
words in the database.

In Chapter 2, a hybrid technique for document image layout analysis has been presented. The
technique is appropriate for colored and complex layouts of newspapers and journals, while no
previous knowledge of the document is required. Morphological operations were applied to both
the foreground and the background, in order to connect neighboring components and separate
lines/columns. The contour was used for the extraction and classification of images and text
blocks. A subtask for complex binarization is included, using regional band thresholding. This
technique can be applied to pages with any background and foreground colors, resulting an
improved binarized image, even if various backgrounds are used in the same collection or image.
First, the background is processed in order to localize long white columns and rows that are used
as separators during the foreground processing to split overlapped components and improve the
page segmentation results. Next, the foreground analysis is applied to the inverted image. Finally,
the segmented areas are classified to text, image or title blocks. The algorithm has been coded in
C# language, using the OpenCV library. In order to give comparative results, the RDCL-2015
dataset of ICDAR 2015 competition was used. The results are promising, better than the
commercial software mentioned in the competition and very close to the top ones.

In Chapter 3, a fast and reliable hybrid method for text localization in complex images has been
proposed. No a priori knowledge of the image characteristics is required and there is no limitation
on character font, size, orientation and color. First, the Canny operator is used for edge detection.
Then, morphological operators are applied in order to connect neighboring components. Finally, a
set of criteria based on spatial and geometrical features of the connected components are used for
discriminating between text and non-text regions. The algorithm has been implemented in C#
language. The OpenCV library has also been used. The system was evaluated on the ICDAR 2011
Robust Reading Competition dataset and achieved a precision close to the best reported at the
competition's paper and a better recall than the participated methods. The mean processing time
was less than a second per image.
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In Chapter 4, a mixed layout analysis and text localization method has been presented. It is
appropriate for colored and complex layouts of newspapers and journals, while no previous
knowledge of the document is required. Morphological operations were applied in order to
connect neighboring components. Canny edge detection and contour tracing were also used for
the extraction and classification of text and non-text regions. The algorithm has been coded in C#
language, using the OpenCV library. Evaluated on samples from two public datasets, the system
achieved state of the art results in terms of both accuracy and speed. The text localization part of
the algorithm performs very well in regions where the layout analysis fails. On the other hand, the
layout analysis part can extract the major text and non-text blocks of the image much faster,
keeping the total processing time low. In most of the cases the combination of layout analysis and
text localization gave significantly improved results with a very small overload compared to the
layout analysis method alone.

In Chapter 5, a system of word spotting has been presented and evaluated. The system proposes
a simplified methodology that omits many tasks of the traditional word spotting approach. As
preprocessing, it only requires a thresholding and it is a segmentation-free approach. Moreover, it
does not include feature extraction and clustering or classification stages. The comparison and
matching procedures are performed by image processing techniques. The proposed system was
applied to a collection of Greek document images of the Government Gazette of the Principality
of Samos, that are kept at the General State Archives records (GSA) of Samos. Moreover, it was
also applied to a Google book of the 17th century, in order to compare results based on the OCR
text provided by Google. Finally, some examples are presented for the same queries from the
proposed system and an older one, that includes segmentation and classification.

In Chapter 6, a novel text retrieval technique has been presented that is inspired by
word-spotting but it could make it more robust and general, as well as more easily adapted to
different languages. The proposed technique is performing character spotting instead of words.
This way character overlapping can be considered while samples from different writing style can
be combined. Although the results of the proposed technique are not yet better than the best
word-spotting systems, it can be easily improved, just applying usual technique of normalization
and document image processing. In future plans, the improvement of the system includes the trial
of document image processing techniques and the application to more datasets and even the
consideration of more samples than just those from a single document image page.

For the future, the evaluation of the above methods on more datasets is planned. Moreover, the
application and testing of the algorithms on similar computer vision problems is also considered.
Two such problems are:

i. The segmentation of comic page images.

ii. The localization of text in video frames.

Appendix I includes segmentation results of scanned comic page images. The images are
segmented into storyboards using a slightly modified version of the layout analysis method
described in Chapter 1. Only the background analysis steps as well as the contour tracing and
lines detection steps of the foreground analysis have actually been applied. The purpose of the
segmentation of comic page images is mainly to produce digital comic documents for mobile
devices [127-130]. More experiments are planned in order to evaluate the algorithm on more
layouts and explore the possibility of text extraction from the balloons as well, in combination
with the text localization method of Chapter 3.

Results of text localization in video frames are included in Appendix III. The importance of the
extraction of textual information from videos as well as various proposed techniques are
described in the literature [45,48-52,57,64]. The text localization method presented in Chapter 3
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has been applied here in order to track text in videos. Further improvements are planned, so that
the method can perform well in real-time and in low resolution videos from web cameras.
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APPENDIX I – COMIC PAGE SEGMENTATION

In this appendix, results from the application of a slightly modified version of the layout analysis
method presented in Chapter 2 are shown. The background analysis and the lines extraction steps
of the proposed system are used to automatically decompose scanned comic page images into
storyboards in order to produce digital comic documents that are suitable for reading on mobile
devices (Fig. I.1). The reading order of the frames is determined by considering their position,
starting from the upper left corner of the page and reading them row by row.

Figure I-1: Content adaptation for reading comic on mobile devices

Evaluated on a public dataset [131] the technique proved to be available for segmentation of
comic pages as well. Only American and European type of comics have been considered for the
experiments. Japanese comics (manga) require a different approach since they have a special
layout format. The following figures show screenshots of the page segmentation tool as it
processes various samples from the dataset.
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Figure I-2: Screenshots of the software
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APPENDIX II – SCENE TEXT LOCALIZATION

In this appendix, results from the application of the text localization method presented in Chapter
3 are shown. The proposed system is used to localize text in scene images.

Evaluated on the challenge 2 dataset of the ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition [79], the
technique proved to be available for scene text localization. The following figures show results of
the application of the text localization technique on various samples from the dataset.
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Figure II-1: Scene text localization results
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APPENDIX III – VIDEO TEXT LOCALIZATION

In this appendix, results from one more application of the text localization method presented in
Chapter 3 are shown. This time, the proposed system is used to localize text in video frames.
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Figure III-1: Example of text localization in video captured by moving camera

Evaluated on the challenge 3 dataset of the ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading Competition [80], the
technique achieved to localize most of the text in some of the videos.
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Figure III-2: Example of text localization in video captured by stable camera

Figures III.1-2 show text localization results in successive frames of two video samples from the
dataset. The performance is however not so good compared to text localization in images, mainly
due to the lower resolution of the video frames.
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